
DISCOVER THE VALUE MICROSOFT  
OFFICE 365 BRINGS TO YOUR ORGANIZATION
Do you want to be more productive with the right Office 365 apps?  
With the SoftwareONE Value Inspiration & Experience Workshop you 
will discover and experience your organization‘s value of Office 365.

The Office 365 applications, such as Teams, OneDrive, Skype, Yammer and Delve, offer endless possibilities 
to communicate and collaborate efficiently. At the same time, this complex diversity is a challenge for many 
companies and users:

Your Benefits

How can your 
organization discover 

opportunities 
within the various 

applications?

Why and when to use 
a particular app?

How do you keep up 
with all the new apps 

and features?

Would you like to use 
the full potential of 

Office 365?

1. Discover your organization’s value of Office 365 as you discover the opportunities of each application
through business scenario use cases.

2. Get to know how you can reduce costs, work faster, better and more efficiently and increase security by
using the different applications.

3. Work more productively and efficiently by gaining not only theoretical understanding but also concrete
business value through practical use cases for your day-to-day business. We want to inspire you to get
more out of Office 365.

4. Adapt best practices for Office 365 applications which are showcased during the workshop using the
SoftwareONE collaboration methodology combined with tips and tricks and hands-on examples.
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Why VIEW for Office 365?

DISCOVER YOUR ORGANIZATION’S VALUE 
OF MICROSOFT OFFICE 365
Contents of the Workshop
› Welcome and expectations of the attendees

› Introduction of the SoftwareONE collaboration methodology

› Value, Inspiration and Experience Workshop with hands-on examples on the values of selected Office 365
apps:

Demonstration of

 › Top features per app

 › Advantages & values

 › Business scenario videos

› Demonstration of how SoftwareONE can support and optimize the adoption of Office 365 in your organization 

› Summary of the workshop findings and discussion about next steps to leverage the discovered values of
Office 365 and increase productivity and efficiency for your organization

The Workshop is Addressed to 
› Management & business-line leaders

› Business & technical decision makers

› Ambassadors for innovations

Contact us Today
Interested in more details? Send an email to info@softwareone.com or visit our website softwareone.com/en/view.

Master Your Collaboration 
Challenges with Office 365
Contact us today to plan your customized Value 
Inspiration & Experience Workshop for Office 
365 according to your specific needs, situation 
and timeline.

Inspired instead of 
bored

Inspiration & experience 
workshop, not a training

Customized instead of 
generic

Apply the general value 
of O365 to your individual 

needs

Focus on what 
matters

Depending on your 
business needs, the 

top Office 365 apps are 
featured

Flexible in length

The duration can range 
from few hours to a whole 

day.

OneDrive 
for Business

Outlook 
Best Practices OneNote Skype 

for Business

TeamsYammer Delve




